
Introduction

The Matilda ESL Lesson Plan is designed to engage students in an immersive

learning experience centered around the beloved children's novel, "Matilda" by

Roald Dahl. This lesson plan aims to improve students' English language skills

through a captivating and relatable storyline, encouraging them to explore

vocabulary, comprehension, and critical thinking. By delving into the world of

Matilda and her extraordinary abilities, students will not only enhance their

linguistic abilities but also develop their love for reading and literature. The lesson

plan seeks to foster a dynamic learning environment where students can actively

participate in discussions and activities related to the themes and characters within

the story.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Telekinesis The ability to move objects with the mind without physically touching them.

Gumption Courage, resourcefulness, and determination.

Revolting Causing intense disgust or repulsion.

Matron
A woman in charge of domestic arrangements at a boarding school or an

institution.

Trunchbull
The last name of the formidable headmistress at Cruncham Hall Primary School

in the novel 'Matilda'.

Contextual Usage



1. Matilda discovers her telekinetic abilities when she moves objects, like books and

toys, without touching them.

2. Despite facing numerous challenges, Matilda's gumption drives her to stand up

for herself and others against unfair treatment.

3. The Trunchbull's revolting behavior towards the students instills fear

throughout the school.

4. Miss Honey serves as a caring matron for her students at Cruncham Hall Primary

School.

5. The Trunchbull is known for her authoritarian rule over Cruncham Hall Primary

School, striking fear into both students and staff alike with her oppressive ways.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Matilda ESL Lesson Plan, start by engaging students in a fun and

interactive activity. You can begin with a "Telekinetic Challenge" where students are

given a list of stationary objects (books, pencils, erasers) and are encouraged to

imagine themselves using telekinetic powers to move these objects around the

room without touching them. This activity not only sets the tone for the lesson but

also introduces the concept of telekinesis, a key element from the novel "Matilda".

Students can take turns describing their imaginary telekinetic abilities using English

language elements relevant to both the warm-up activity and the subsequent

lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Building Activity: Matilda's Magical

Words

To reinforce vocabulary, divide the class into small groups and provide each group

with a list of key words from the novel "Matilda." Instruct students to come up with

creative sentences using these words while incorporating their meanings.



Encourage them to use context clues from the story. Afterward, each group can

share their sentences and explain how they inferred the meanings.

Listening Comprehension Activity: Character

Voice Recordings

Assign each student a character from "Matilda" and ask them to imagine how that

character sounds based on their characteristics in the book. Have students record

themselves reading short passages in their assigned character's voice. Afterwards,

play the recordings for the class and have a discussion about how tone of voice

conveys different emotions and characteristics.

Roleplay Activity: Classroom Confrontation

Divide students into groups of three: one student plays Matilda, another plays Miss

Trunchbull, and the third acts as a mediator/student bystander. Each group is

tasked with reenacting a confrontation scene from the book in which Matilda stands

up to Miss Trunchbull. This activity encourages students to understand character

interactions while practicing dialogue delivery.

Reading and Writing Exercise: Letter to Matilda

Ask students to imagine themselves as characters within "Matilda" and write a

letter expressing thoughts about pivotal events in the story. Students should

address their letters directly to Matilda, reflecting on her experiences or seeking

advice related to challenges they face in their own lives.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students can be tasked with writing a short story or creating a comic

strip inspired by the events in "Matilda." Encourage them to incorporate some of

the vocabulary words discussed in class and to focus on character development and



plot. Additionally, they can research an author or illustrator mentioned in the book

and present their findings to the class in the next session. This assignment

reinforces comprehension and encourages creative expression outside of the

classroom setting.

Conclusion

Throughout the Matilda ESL Lesson Plan, students have engaged with the

captivating story of Matilda and explored various language elements. They have

learned key vocabulary words such as telekinesis, gumption, revolting, matron, and

Trunchbull. The contextual usage of these terms has enhanced their understanding

and ability to use them in meaningful contexts.

The lesson activities have provided opportunities for students to expand their

language skills through vocabulary building, listening comprehension exercises,

roleplay interactions, and reading and writing tasks. These activities have fostered

active participation in group discussions, pair work collaborations, and hands-on

exercises.

As students reflect on what they have learned throughout this lesson plan journey

with "Matilda," they can recognize the importance of vocabulary development for

effective communication. They can apply the skills they gained in reading

comprehension to enhance their overall language development. Furthermore,

engaging with diverse characters through roleplay activities allows them to hone

their speaking abilities while exploring different perspectives.

Overall, this ESL lesson plan centered around "Matilda" has been a holistic learning

experience that combines language development with creativity and critical

thinking. Students are encouraged not only to improve their English proficiency but

also to develop a love for literature by diving into the magical world of Matilda.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Engaging and relatable content



The Matilda ESL Lesson Plan offers a great topic for ESL learning due to its engaging

and relatable content. The story of Matilda, with its themes of empowerment,

resilience, and the magic of imagination, captures students' attention and keeps

them motivated throughout the lesson. By connecting with characters in the novel,

students can develop a deeper understanding of the English language in context.

Vocabulary expansion

The Matilda ESL Lesson Plan provides ample opportunities for vocabulary

expansion. Through activities focused on key terms from the story, students can

enhance their vocabulary skills while gaining exposure to words used in everyday

conversation or academic settings. This helps build their language repertoire and

fosters more effective communication.

Reading comprehension practice

The novel "Matilda" serves as an excellent tool for reading comprehension practice

in an ESL setting. Students can improve their reading skills by engaging with a well-

written piece of literature that captivates their interest. Exploring character

motivations, analyzing plot elements, and making predictions encourages critical

thinking while enhancing language proficiency.

Language application through roleplay

activities

Roleplay activities centered around "Matilda" provide opportunities for students to

apply what they have learned by embodying different characters from the book.

This interactive approach allows students to practice speaking English naturally

while using vocabulary related to specific situations within the story. Roleplays also

foster collaboration between classmates and build confidence in oral expression.

In summary, the Matilda ESL Lesson Plan is an exceptional topic for ESL learning

because it offers engaging content, promotes vocabulary expansion, facilitates



reading comprehension practice, and encourages language application through

roleplay activities. The combination of these factors ensures an immersive learning

experience that motivates students to develop their English language skills

effectively.


